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Session: 20th century company towns and urban planning, from creation to 
preservation 
 
Urban Textile Mills  
Industrial districts, mills’ typology, and conservation and conversion in the context of urban 
planning 
 
By Heike Oevermann 

 
The conservation of urban textile mills is not only about the technological and architectural 

contributions of the textile industry and the securing of these material remains. Based on and 
moving beyond that existing knowledge and practices, we also understand historic urban mills as 
resources for present and future needs. The decline of the textile sector in much of the world has 
meant that converting and repurposing these historic industrial complexes has become a new 
opportunity and important task in many European cities. Ongoing practice in architecture, planning, 
and conservation shows that historic textile complexes can be conserved and enhanced by 
conversion to new uses. Conservation allows the preservation of known built features of a cityscape 
that provide orientation as landmarks and passes on memories of places of work. Converted mills 
contribute to the variety of urban spaces, both indoor and outdoor, and offer structures for different 
forms of mixed uses. Most interesting is the debate on whether industrial production sites can be 
recognized as part of the historic city and how they fit into the urban morphology and design. The 
present work supports this argument in pointing out the impact of urban textile mills on historic 
cityscapes and the interrelation of mills and cities in form and design. The contribution does not 
reject the notion that mills often include something that is seen as atypical or different to the urban 
setting—their chimneys and sheds, their scale and spatial compositions—but these elements offer 
the opportunity to let emerge and create unique urban spaces. Nevertheless, this research bases on 
the case-specific knowledge of 20 textile mills in Europe by analysing their development as industrial 
complexes, beginning with the first steam-driven mills in Manchester from the end of the 18th 
century, towards their conservation and conversion in the 21st century, including the manifold layers 
of time. 
 
The development of industrial districts, textile cities, and company towns  

In general, the development of textile cities and their mills has mainly corresponded to five 
lines of discourse and fields of planning practices: First, the upcoming examination of the appalling 
housing conditions and urban environments during the mid-19th century, which led to pollution, 
illness, and high mortality rates. Second, the reform movements and utopias as answers to these 
problems, ranging from Phalanstère, Familistère—and the flagship project Saltaire—via the Cité 
Industrielle by Tony Garnier to the garden city of Ebenezer Howard and all his followers. Third, the 
emerging discipline of urban planning around 1900 that succeeded not only in introducing broad 
improvements to sanitation infrastructure but also pushed forward a vast discussion on how to 
design and plan cities and city extensions in which most of the mills are located. Fourth, the 
modernist architecture of the 20th century with its references to industrial production, functionality 
of architecture and urban design, and the spatial separation of functions in the city—the industrial 
landscape of several huge mills, waterways and infrastructure in Ghent is an excellent example—; 
this also launched new utopias of an experimental modernity, including great visions of the vastness 
of textile production such as in Leinefelde, as well as social housing. Finally, the fractures and 
discontinuities of two world wars and the eventual breakdown of Europe's post-war separation in 
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1989 influenced the rethinking of cities and finally the power of converting places of textile 
production.  

For half a century it has been commonly acknowledged that the textile industry transformed 
cities.1 However, cities have also shaped mills: geography and topography, available knowledge and 
technical development, but also the economic–political situation and planning culture formed the 
mills as designed spaces. 

 
Conservation  
Probably the biggest challenge of our time is climate change. Industry was and is deeply involved in 
triggering climate change, while also contributing to avoiding and mitigating climate change through 
technical innovations and solutions. Understanding abandoned mills as built infrastructure and 
resources through which to face global challenges offers new opportunities for local communities, 
cities, and industry. Hence, reuse, conversion, and good practice are urgently required in helping to 
combat climate change. We need to take into consideration not just the exceptional examples, as 
emphasized in the tradition of monument protection, but also the ordinary ones. 

In addition to the long-established practice of reusing buildings, a more recent debate in 
architecture, urban development planning, and conservation can be observed in which conversions 
of historic industrial complexes are important.2 Conversions are part of urban revitalization 
strategies, re-shaping urban space, and last but not least they play an important role in the resource 
debate as already mentioned. Moreover, in practice, conversions can be connected with 
participatory and appropriating processes involving groups from civil society, be they artists, citizens' 
initiatives, or grassroots movements.  

However, research and practice still show that the fates of industrial complexes remain 
largely unchanged: a great deal of uncontrolled demolition and new construction, in some cases even 
similar types of buildings, such as DIY stores, are newly erected on historic sites. Furthermore, even if 
some historic buildings are maintained, the visual integrity of the complex and its urban surroundings 
often fail. Lively community ties are missing, when investors and capital arrive to transform a former 
place of ordinary work into a new creative and well-being hotspot.  
 
Urban typology and conversions 

The decline of the textile sector in much of the world has meant that converting and 
repurposing these historic industrial complexes has become a new opportunity and important task. 
The mills include familiar elements of urban design and architectural representations, but also enrich 
the variety of spatial structures. Not at least in this context we have to take into account the urban 
spatial structures of these mills as heritage to be potentially listed and reused. 

Focussing the urban spatial structures of the mills and their integration into the urban 
surrounding we can differentiate four types of historic urban textile mill and see some examples for 
conversion 3: 

 
 

                                                            
1 Cf. Mumford, L.: The city in history, San Diego, New York, London, 1961; Magnano Lampugnani, V., Frey, K., Perotti, E. 
(Hg.) Anthologie zum Städtebau, Berlin, (Bd III) 2005, (Bd I) 2008, (Bd II) 2014. 
2 Kierdorf, A., Hassler, U.: Denkmale des Industriezeitalters, Tübingen, Berlin 2000; Douet, J.(Edt): Industrial heritage re-
tooled, Lancaster 2012; Preite, M., Maciocco, G.: Rediscovered factories. Industrial heritage and architectural project in 
Italy. Arcidosso 2021. Popelová, L., Šenberger, T. (Edt.): Industrial heritage. Recording, research, protection, re-use, Praha, 
2021. 
3 Oevermann, H.: Urban Textile Mills, Berlin 2021; Oevermann, H., Bartosz, W., Watson, M.: The Heritage of Textile 
Industry, Łódź 2022. 
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1. Urban Block  
Multi-storey complexes such as Murray's Mill in Manchester, Geyer's Mill in Łódź, or the Mottau & 
Leendertz Mill in Krefeld illustrate how industrial production volumes were integrated into urban 
spatial patterns. These patterns generally consisted of a grid structure that was typical of late 18th 
and 19th century urban extensions. The complexes were arranged along street layouts, thereby 
continuing the block perimeter design although differing in scale. The separation of production 
spaces and boiler functions from engine houses located in the courtyards improved fire safety. Multi-
storey industrial brick buildings are appreciated for their solid construction and their flexibility for 
reuse. 

The example of Mottau & Leendertz in Krefeld differs, firstly, in its historical setting with the 
partial use of the urban block and its combination of multi-storey volumes along the streets and 
single-storey shed construction within the backyard. Secondly, the conversion differs in its approach 
of creating housing, offices, and neighbourhood space as an urban common. The brick buildings 
along the street are used for housing and offices and the shed construction is an open space for the 
neighbourhood hosting playing ground, urban gardening, sport and cultural activities and parking. 
The project bases on a leasehold signed by UNS gGmbH which is a socially orientated limited 
company. The city of Krefeld is the lease provider for 60 years and has a great interest in avoiding a 
possible downturn of the neighbourhood and instead stabilizing the socio-economic development of 
this district. The basic idea of the conservation and conversion is to offer reasonable rents for 
residential and commercial purposes (small start-ups), in which both groups invest time in social 
projects that benefit the neighbourhood. Part of the rental income finances these community 
activities.  
 

2. Flagship 
The flagship composition describes a mill complex that was designed to impress within a townscape 
or landscape. In such cases, form might override functional needs. Salts Mill, constructed from 1851 
to 1853, provides a clear example, including its overall design, symmetry, impressive volume, and 
strong architectural representation. Of interest is the readable differentiation of production into 
separate units, such as spinning, weaving, dyeing, or finishing. Furthermore, historic structures might 
relate to improvements in social provision such as workers' canteens or bathrooms. Even if 
complexes are conserved and converted, parts of these historic urban spatial structures often suffer 
from neglect, demolition, or inappropriate re-densification. 

On one hand, a former mill complex might be predestined for a conservation approach that 
highlights its flagship composition. On the other hand, composite-type mills can be more challenging 
for conversion than urban blocks, because the sites (and building volumes) are generally much larger 
and comprise a mixture of multi-storey structures and single-storey sheds. The examples show that 
conservation approaches differ due to urban situation, stakeholder interests, and new functions. 
Saltaire is the only example in this series that has become a UNESCO World Heritage site and 
therefore faces a higher demand for informed conservation, accessibility, and careful reuse. Listers 
Mill in Bradford and Poznański Mill in Łódź provide examples of mixed-use conversions that enhance 
and adapt mills through design and commerce, but which also include significant decay or 
demolition.  

At Poznański Mill, generally, the historical brick buildings were conserved, whereas the 
buildings from the late 20th century were demolished and played no role in the conversion. Through 
demolishing earlier buildings a longitudinal exterior space, the so-called marketplace, was created. 
Together, the historical and new buildings, as well as the open space form a new east–west axis 
within the mill complex. This axis is strengthened by the new main entrance via Zachodnia Street 
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next to the entrepreneur's palace, which leads to a new shopping mall located in the west part of the 
site. The conserved buildings are adaptively reused and some have been radically changed inside, 
such as the workshops, which today house a parking deck on the second floor. The conversion has 
maintained important buildings of the complex and created an attractive urban space for 
pedestrians. However, the location and size of the new buildings, some interventions involving the 
historical buildings, and the huge parking facilities at the edges of the former premises do not 
contribute to careful conservation and sustainable urban planning.  
 

3. Additive Structures 
To highlight additive structures as a distinct type might be viewed critically, since almost all of these 
complexes show some additions due to changing business needs, reorganisation, or increased 
production; consequently, these complexes typically lack monumental architecture or main 
representative elements. They expanded incrementally over time and were continuously changed, 
adapted, and rebuilt in accordance with functional needs and improvements. Hence, their historical 
development typically included reuse or partial demolition. Examples are manifold, such as the 
Schleife-Areal in Winterthur or De Porre, Ghent. A more difficult task is to understand and research 
their built history in detail, as the many changes and temporal layers might no longer be 
differentiable. Conversion might maintain this continuity by updating spaces of work as we see in 
Winterthur. 

De Porre mill complex was temporarily reused by different institutions such as the Youth 
Centre, the Red Cross, the Museum of Industry, Work, and Textile (MIAT, subsequently renamed 
Industrie Museum), and carnival clubs. The remaining historical relics and building parts have been 
listed in the inventory since 2009, except the 1960s buildings at Peter Benoitlaan. The complex is 
acknowledged through the tooth-shape shed construction of the historical complex as typological-
spatial reminiscence of the industrial past. The developer for the conversion project was the 
communal enterprise Sogent; prior to 2003 Sogent was affiliated with the Ghent city administration, 
but since then it operates on a commercial basis. Sogent launched three design competitions in 2010, 
which based on the decision-making process for converting De Porre into a place of greenery, 
housing, and public functions. Previously, minor parts of the mill complex were demolished in 2008 
and 2009, and further demolition was discussed. Three conversion projects were implemented:  the 
Wijkpark neighbourhood park (2011–13), a sports school as a school extension (2009–11), and a 
community centre called Open House (2008–11). Furthermore, aspects of the workers heritage, as an 
exhibition, and parts of the machinery are presented and explained. 
 

4. Production Hall 
The term “production hall” is well suited to distinguish this type of building from shed structures. 
Once individual electric motors were introduced, any type of product could be manufactured within 
a hall, and so this building type is not specific to the textile sector. UCO-Maïsstraat in Ghent, mainly 
constructed in 1948, is one such huge, flat structure. There is little experience of reusing or 
converting such buildings for other purposes, and their vast volumes do not easily allow the 
introduction of new functions that require additional daylight, such as housing or offices. 
However, there are solutions to be presented. The Aymerich, Amat i Jover mill in Terrassa—which is 
more a precursor of this type than a typical example—is today an industrial museum; UCO-
Maïsstraat in Ghent hosts several companies from the social economy; and in Leinefelde, Germany a 
logistics firm discovered the VEB Baumwollspinnerei's spatial resource. 
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Discussion 
The examples present a variety of approaches, actors, interests, and motivations to conserve 

and convert urban mills in European cities, and thus contribute to preserving the cultural diversity of 
historic urban mills. This cultural diversity is, not least, part of our urban heritage and thus a 
prerequisite of a lively future urban environment. We can assume that mills' value as documents of 
the past and the characteristics registered in the heritage entries have not always received full 
definition, understanding, or consideration; here, improvements are strongly desirable. Last but not 
least, we as researchers must strive to better convey the intrinsic values of such sites in their urban 
context—not simply their physical fabric but also as witnesses to social upheaval and global 
inequalities; as heritage of labour and places of remembrance.  

The integrity of the buildings and machinery of former mills have been often delivered by 
chance and through the engagement of a few enthusiastic actors, such that these mill sites now 
contribute to the present and future diversity and complexity of our cities. Greater awareness is 
needed of the many industrial and mill complexes that remain under-appreciated or are only 
reluctantly afforded notional protection, and hence in practice face ongoing deterioration. 
  


